SERIES III
HEAVEN'S WINDOW

1:1 Map of north central New Mexico; related newspaper articles.

1:2 AMs and TMs draft preliminary notes and outlines of proposed book, with varying title proposals, 22p.

1:3 pcTMs draft marked “editorial master” dated 9 May 2000, with AMs editorial suggestions and corrections, p1-35. Includes explanatory letter from Ellen Wheat (Senior Editor, Graphic Arts Center Publishing Co.) to Wallis, 5 Jul 2000.

1:4 TMs drafts of Preface, Prologue, and Epilogue, in varying versions, some with AMs revisions or corrections, 27p.

pcTMs drafts of author’s and photographer’s bios, and acknowledgments.


1:7 Version 3: TMs draft, 133p. Includes pcAMs explanatory note from Wallis to Ellen Wheat (Senior Editor, Graphic Arts Center Publishing Co.) 9 Aug 2000.


1:10 TMs list of captions for illustrations with explanatory note from Jack Parsons to Wallis, 11 May 2001; 4p. Another version, 5p.


2:2 Research material: Map of north central New Mexico; related newspaper articles.

2:3 Publicity, book tours, book reviews.